FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Brine Making Just Got Easier
GVM Introduces the GVM EZ Brine Manufacturing System

East Berlin, PA (USA) – May 19, 2016 – Add efficiency, speed, and confidence to your winter
operations with GVM’s EZ Brine Manufacturing System. The new system will be introduced
this weekend at the 2016 APWA North American Snow Conference in Hartford, Connecticut.

Everyone in the industry knows winter storms are unpredictable. But even the worst storms can
be tackled with ease when you combine proper planning and reliable equipment. For years,
GVM has built commercial grade brine making equipment, but this year, they’re introducing a
unit to make brine production even simpler. The new EZ Brine system produces brine faster,
allows up to three micro-ingredients to be added, automatically monitors components and
solutions, logs history, and even connects to an app, to start brine production remotely. GVM’s
system touts fast start-up an installation, users can go from delivery to producing bring in just a
few hours.

GVM’s EZ Brine System is powerful, yet simple enough for first time users. A 12 inch
programmable touchscreen computer guides the operator through the process. During and after
production, the screen displays salinity level, brine level, fill rates and other data to provide
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production history and help you plan for the next event. The GVM EZ Brine allows operators to
hit the pavement with confidence, knowing their brine or custom chemical solution is accurately
mixed and ready to perform.

Thomas L. Bair, Vice President of GVM’s Snow Division, believes the new machine will greatly
satisfy mid-sized to large operations. He states, “What’s great about this new machine is that it
has the flexibility to work as a batch or continuous production system, as well as to produce
brine quickly, yet it will grow with the operation. If the user decides to add micro-ingredients,
this system is ready. The advanced monitoring system allows users to accurately monitor usage
and that makes planning for next year even easier and more accurate. Plus, the ability to start
production or monitor your solution without a physical inspection is not only comfortable, but
another time savings we can provide. We’re excited about the possibilities with this new unit.”

About the Show: The North American Snow Conference will be held at the Connecticut
Convention Center, May 22-25, in Hartford, CT. GVM is located in booth 223.
About GVM Inc.: GVM is a leading manufacturer of professional grade snow and ice control
equipment. We use our relatively small size as a competitive advantage, and we stay close to the
market, gaining the ability to quickly adapt to customers’ needs and changes in the industry. We
place a large emphasis on designing and building the highest quality and most reliable equipment
designed to fit operations of all sizes. GVM is headquartered in East Berlin, Pennsylvania.
GVM’s Snow Division products include brine makers, anti-icing equipment, de-icing equipment,
blend and fill stations, and self-propelled surface control units.
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